
CHAPTER 4 
 

U10–U15 2 PERSON RESCUE AND RESUSCITATION 
COMPETITION 

 

RULES AND PROCEDURES 
 
 
 

The words are to be relied upon to determine how the event is conducted. 
The pictures are a guide only and do not take precedence over the words. 
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A. GENERAL 
1. The 2 person R&R is conducted in the same arena as other R&R events and provides the 

opportunities to introduce rescue and resuscitation techniques to the younger members 
of our ranks. The event requires a rescuer to provide care, to a patient who is not 
breathing, followed by assessment and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) above the 
waterline to “revive” the patient. 

2. The conditions of the event have been divided into the following segments: 

A. General 
B. Competition Conditions 
C. Error Schedule 
D. Preliminary Competition Procedures 
E. Drill Procedures 

3. It should be noted that the length of pace varies from that of other divisions and 
therefore allowances are to be made in relation to relative competition movements. 

B. COMPETITION CONDITIONS 
1. Teams competing in 2 Person R&R shall consist of two members of any of the following 

age groups: U10 - U11, U12 - U13 and U14-U15. 

2. Each team member shall be required to carry out his nominated duty i.e. patient (No.1) 
rescue and CPR operator (No.2). 

3. The competition arena shall be set out and designated by pegs, poles and flags as shown 
in Diagram 3. 

4. The competition shall be judged on the discipline and manner in which the drill is carried 
out. The drill to be followed is set out in Section D. 

5. Dead Heats shall be determined in the same manner as other R&R events except that due 
to the lifesaving content in the sections being varied, the order of usage of section 
determination is altered to 2-3-1-4. 

6. Length of Paces – A pace forward or to the rear should be 350mm to 500mm and should 
be taken moving off with the left foot. 

7. Other details on competition conditions and judging procedures are as provided in 
Chapter 1. 

C. ERROR SCHEDULE 
The schedule covers errors that can be made during competition. The drill must be carried out 

in accordance with the information given in this manual and this schedule is used to 
indicate the value of errors so that points can be allotted. Any error not provided for shall 
be decided by the judge/s concerned together with the Referee. 

1. Error Classification – Points allotment or errors are classified into five categories: 

Total Disqualification (D)   

Major (10) Minor (2) 

Serious (5) Observed (1) 
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2. Total Disqualifications–These penalties are applicable to all sections or to the sections in 
which they can occur. All judges on that team and the Referee must agree. If there is 
disagreement the decision shall be deferred until the end of the competition when the 
matter shall be placed before those judges and the Referee for a decision. Total 
disqualification is recorded in the deductions section of the judge’s card by marking the 
relative error indicator “AA”, “BB”, etc. as referred to below. 

 Note: Total disqualification from the event and any additional penalty that may be 
imposed by SLSA. 

AA Abusing any official in the competition arena. BB. Impersonation or unauthorised 
competing. 

CC Attempting to defeat the purpose of the ballot in any manner, excluding Section 4. 
DD Wilful jostling or obstructing so as to impede another’s progress or competing 

unfairly. 
EE Acting in a manner prejudicial to the good name of SLSA. 
 
Errors or Allotments (10 points) 
A Jostling or obstructing (not wilfully) as to impede another’s progress. 
B Receiving and acting upon outside assistance or signals. 
C Breaking ranks through indisposition (for over 3 minutes). 
 

D. PRELIMINARY COMPETITION PROCEDURES 
1. The teams will fall in (height order to be decided by the team), not more than 50mm apart 

at elbows, and on their respective positional pegs facing the competition area. 

 

2. A ballot to determine the 
operative positions of each 
competitor in each team shall 
be conducted simultaneously 
by the judge/s. The ballot shall 
be affected by utilising two 
marbles (numbered 1 and 2) 
placed in a bag. Judges must 
check the competitors are not 
attempting to defeat the 
purpose of the ballot. 
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3. Numbered caps are to be issued to the members and name recorded on the ballot card – 
No.1 shall act as patient and No.2 acts as rescuer. The caps are then tied on by the 
competitors. 

 Note: A judge should also remain in observation of the team following the allocation and 
tying of caps and the recording of names 

4. The teams shall proceed in a direct line from the marshalling area (i.e. on the seaward 
side of their respective positional marks or beach positions). When they are in alignment 
with respect to their beach positions they left wheel at the command of a team member 
and march up the beach. 

5. All commands given by a team member may be prefixed by the Club or Team Name 
followed by the commands – “Left Wheel”,  Halt” and “Front” which must be given.  
Other than the preceding commands and the making of the declarations in Sections 2 and 
3, no talking is permitted. 

6. Clearly defined markers, as indicated in Diagram 3 in the Appendix, shall indicate the 
beach positions. 

 
E – DRILL PROCEDURES 

FIRST SECTION 
1. On the command of “R&R 

Teams – Quick March”, the 
teams will move off with their 
left foot, covering on the left, 
marching rate 110 to 120 
paces per minute, and the 
correct length of pace (350 to 
500mm). For teams to be 
considered as not covering, 
there must be daylight visible 
between the team members. 

2. Judging of all teams shall commence when the leading team is level with the first 
wheeling peg and shall be signalled by whistle blast or command. 

3. On approaching the team’s wheeling peg, a team member will give the command to Left 
Wheel”. The team will, on drawing level with their wheeling peg, commence to wheel, 
taking six paces around the peg, with the pivot member being 900mm out from the peg 
and the other member maintaining spacing and dressing. At the conclusion of the wheel 
the team shall again be level with the wheeling peg. 

4. The team will then march straight up the beach and on the command “Team Halt” given 
by a team member, will halt with the pivot member being approximately two paces 
behind and approximately two paces to the right of the marker peg. 

5. A team member will give the command “Front”, and on this command, the team will 
about turn and arrive at a position of attention. 
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6. On the command of “Positions” given by the Starter or other 
official appointed by the Referee the patient, identified as 
No.1 as a result of the ballot, shall march to a position 
approximately two paces to the left of the marker peg. The 
rescuer, identified as No.2, shall march to the left of No.1, 
and come to a position of attention not more than 50mm 
from No.1 at the elbows but not touching and automatically 
“right dress”, adjusting position if necessary. 

7. On the command “Patient Go”, No.1 shall run down the 
beach to a designated line and go down in a sitting position 
facing the marshalling area, with legs parallel to the water’s 
edge and give No.2 the required signal (right arm raised 
vertically above the head, fingers and arm fully extended, 
palm facing the sea). 

 Note: This position is simulating a patient in the water. 

8. On the command “Rescuer Go”, No.2 runs down the beach 
to a position to the right and towards the rear of No.1, steps 
across with the left foot, and goes down on the right knee so 
that No.2’s left thigh is at right angles to the water’s edge. 
No.2 shall then place his left hand on the back of No.1’s head 
and by sliding the right hand under No.1’s right arm and 
taking a pistol grip of No.1’s jaw with the right hand, place 
No.1’s head in a position of backward head tilt. 

 

9. No.2 shall maintain a clear airway by continuing backward 
head tilt with the pistol grip and resting No.1’s head on 
No.2’s left thigh. No.2 shall then deliver two simulated 
breaths of Rescue Breathing in approximately four (4) 
seconds by blowing down the side of No.1’s cheek without 
turning his head. No.2.shall have his eyes looking towards 
No.1’s chest to observe, to the best of his ability, the rise 
and fall of No.1’s chest or abdomen.  

 

 

 

10. No.2 shall then place his left arm under No.1’s left armpit 
and take up a shoulder grip, and then lower his left knee to 
the sand whilst maintaining the backward head tilt position 
with the right hand. 
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“Judges Change” 

 

 2 Person First Section Error Schedule Points 
A Marching to wrong beach position. 5 
B Wrong position after command “Team Positions”. 5 
C No.1 not attempting to signal. 5 

D Failure to obtain and maintain an open airway after 
securing the patient. 5 

E No.2 not attempting 2 breaths of simulated Rescue 
Breathing. 5 

1. Incorrect method of marching. 1 
2. Failure to cover when marching. 1 
3. Incorrect method of wheeling. 1 
4. Incorrect method of halt. 1 
5. Pivot member halting in wrong position. 1 
6. Incorrect method of front. 1 
7. Incorrect method of arriving at beach positions. 1 
8. Team not in line. 1 
9. No.1 giving incorrect signal. 1 

10. Incorrect hand positions on head. 1 
11. Incorrect Rescue Breathing technique. 1 

12. Incorrect support of patient after completion of rescue 
breathing. 1 

13. Talking. 1 
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SECOND SECTION 
Note: During lowering and treatment of No.1 it is permissible for No.2 to shuffle on his knees 
or lift his knees off the sand to achieve the various positions detailed below.  

1. On the command “Fluids and 
Solids Present Proceed”, No.2 
shall release the pistol grip 
with his right hand, take a 
double shoulder grip, and then 
lower and turn No.1’s body 
onto his left side on the sand. 

2. No.2 shall release the shoulder 
grip after the placing of No.1 
on the sand. Further, No.2 
shall maintain control of No.1 
by gripping No.1’s right 
shoulder with the left hand, 
then move to a position so as 
No.2’s left thigh is against 
No.1’s back for added support. 

 

 

 

3. Without delay No.2 shall then lean over No.1 and grip No.1’s 
left wrist with his right hand and extend the left arm at 90 
degrees to the body and then No.2, with his right hand, will 
grasp No.1’s right wrist and bring No.1’s arm to the side, 
rotating the hand around No.1’s wrist. 

 

 

4. No.2 shall then take control of No.1’s head by placing his 
left hand on top of No.1’s head and moving the head to a 
position of backward head tilt. 

5. No.2 shall, after adjusting his position if he wishes, bend 
over No.1 and while maintaining back-ward head tilt with 
his left hand shall open the mouth with his right hand and 
then look into the mouth. Then using two fingers No.2 shall 
simulate cleaning the mouth. No.2 shall then declare 
“Airway Clear”. 

 Note: Action is simulated using a scooping motion with 2 fingers towards the sand, palm 
down. No less than 3 simulated scoops should be used and fingers are not to enter the 
mouth. 
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6. No.2 shall then return the right hand to No.1’s chin in the 
pistol grip and then maintaining backward head tilt, shall 
position the left ear close to No.1’s mouth and nose and 
assess No.1’s condition by listening and observing No 1. 
No.2 shall then declare “Breathing Absent”. No.2 shall, if 
necessary, resume a kneeling position. 

 

7. No.2 shall then lower No.1’s 
head gently to the sand. No.2 
shall then place his right hand 
on No.1’s right wrist and hip 
and his left hand on No.1’s 
shoulder and gently roll No.1 
onto his back by moving 
backward and rotating the 
hands with fingers and thumb 
cupped in support of No.1. 

 

 

 

8. No.2 shall then move to a 
position at No.1’s head and 
place the left hand on top of 
No.1’s head then grip No.1’s 
chin with the right hand in the 
pistol grip and apply backward 
head tilt. 

 

9. Adjusting the position of his 
left hand to seal No.1's nose, 
No.2 shall deliver two breaths 
of Rescue Breathing. During 
the inflation sequence No.1’s 
mouth shall be slightly open 
with the nose sealed. The two inflations are delivered over a period of approximately four 
seconds. 

 No.2. shall have his eyes looking towards No.1’s chest to observe, to the best of his 
ability, the rise and fall of No.1’s chest or abdomen.  

 After delivering the first breath No.2 shall relax pressure on No 1’s nostrils and turn his 
ear briefly towards No.1’s mouth to listen for and feel the air leaving the patient and to 
observe the chest or abdomen. 

10. After the breaths have been completed, No.2 shall turn his head to observe, to the best of 
his ability, the rise and fall of No.1’s chest or abdomen and ask No.1 “Are You Alright?” 
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(No response shall be received from No.1) and observe (for a period of no less than 5 
seconds) No.1’s body for responsiveness, consciousness and movement. No.2 shall then 
declare: “The Patient Has No Sign of Life. I Confirm That He/She (as appropriate) is Not 
Breathing.” 

11. No.2 shall, leaving No.1’s head 
in backward head tilt, release 
the head. No.2 shall then 
kneel at attention or at ease, 
observing No.1, and await the 
command “Operators Ready”. 

 Note: At all times No.2 should 
avoid careless handling of 
No.1. 

 

“Judges – Change” 

 

 2 Person Second Section Error Schedule Points 

A Failing to inspect and clean mouth. 5 

B Failing to assess breathing. 5 

C Failure to establish and maintain an Open airway. 5 

D Failing to give 2 breaths of Rescue Breathing. 5 

E Failure to attempt Rescue Breathing. 5 

F Failure to ask/observe No.1 for responsiveness, 
consciousness and movement. 5 

1. Incorrect method of rolling No.1 onto side  1 

2. Incorrect method of inspecting and cleaning mouth. 1 

3. Incorrect method of assessing breathing. 1 

4. Failure to declare/incorrect breathing assessment. 1 

5. Incorrect method of rolling No.1 onto sand. 1 

6. Incorrect hand positions on head. 1 

7. Failure to carry out Rescue Breathing correctly. 1 

8. Not declaring/incorrect patient condition. 1 

9. Careless handling of No.1. 1 

10. Talking. 1 
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THIRD SECTION 
Note: During this section it is permissible for No.2 to shuffle on his knees or lift his knees off 
the sand to achieve the various positions detailed. 

The Starter will now announce “Breathing Absent, Pulse Absent”. 

1. “Operators” – on this command No.2 shall remain or kneel at attention and observing 
No.1. 

2. “Ready” – on this command No.2 shall prepare to deliver Rescue Breathing using the 
mouth to mouth resuscitation method. No.2 shall look down and lean forward, and shall 
place the palm of his left hand across the top of No.1’s head. He shall then grip the jaw 
with his right hand by placing the knuckle of the middle finger under the point of the chin, 
the thumb along the front of the lower lip and the point of the chin and the index finger 
along the bony part of the jaw. The middle, ring and small fingers are curled in towards 
the palm of the hand and the index finger and thumb must be placed in such a way as to 
keep No.1’s mouth slightly open. All fingers must be kept clear of No.1’s throat. (This right 
hand grip is known as the pistol grip). 

3. No.2, using both hands, shall then ensure that No.1’s head is in a position of backward 
head tilt and then, maintaining the pistol grip with his right hand, shall position his left 
hand ready to seal No.1’s nose by utilising the thumb and index finger of his left hand. 
No.2 shall then place his chin over and about 25mm from No.1’s mouth and await the 
command to commence resuscitation. No.2 may rest his left forearm on the sand to 
maintain his balance if necessary. No.2 shall have his eyes looking towards No.1’s chest to 
observe, to the best of his ability, the rise and fall of No.1’s chest or abdomen. 

 

4. On the command “Commence”, No.2 shall pinch No.1’s nose 
and deliver two breaths of Rescue Breathing. During the 
inflation sequence No.1’s mouth shall be slightly open with 
the nose sealed. The two inflations are delivered over a 
period of approximately four seconds. 

5. After delivering each breath No 2 shall relax pressure on 
No.1's nostrils and turn his ear briefly towards No.1's mouth 
to listen for and feel the air leaving the patient and to 
observe the patient's chest or abdomen. 

 Note: Should it be necessary for No.2 to lift No.1’s head 
clear of the water encroaching on the beach there shall be 
no deduction relating to incorrect rescue breathing or ECC. 

6. Immediately following completion of the second inflation 
and the turning of the head to observe the chest, No.2 shall 
remove his hands from No.1’s head and chin without relaxing No.1’s head and may 
shuffle to a position to be able to undertake simulated one person ECC on No.1. No.2 
shall position the heel of his right hand on No.1’s sternum at the centre of the chest, 
fingers together, pointing straight across the chest, and not resting on No.1’s chest. 
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7. No.2 shall, without delay, then grip his right wrist with the left hand and assume a 
position for ECC by moving his knees and body, if necessary, to enable the left arm to 
apply pressure to No.1’s sternum. Both arms may be slightly bent at the elbow. 

8. No.2 shall then commence the simulated delivery of 30 compressions counting aloud 
commencing with “1” then “5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30” over an approximate 20 second period. 

9. Immediately following completion of the 30th simulated compression No.2 shall relocate 
his hands to the head of No.1 and simulate the delivery of the next cycle of CPR. 

 Note: One complete cycle of CPR is two (2) breaths immediately followed by an ECC count 
of 30. Each complete cycle is to take approximately 24 seconds with an optimum 
minimum of 5 cycles taking 2 
minutes 

10. The CPR operation shall be 
timed for a period of two (2) 
minutes by the Starter and 
who shall then declare: 
“Operators Halt”. 

11. Upon receiving this command 
No.2 shall immediately cease 
the cycle and if necessary 
change position so that his left 
hand is in a position to seal the 
nose and his right hand is in a 
pistol grip on the patients jaw 
and his left ear is 
approximately 25mm above the patient’s mouth. At all times backward head tilt is to be 
maintained. No.2 after observing No.1’s chest for a period of approximately 5 seconds 
shall declare “Breathing Present”. No.2 shall maintain the head tilt with the left hand and 
move to a position to place his right hand under No.1’s right knee and lift the knee so that 
the sole of No.1’s right foot is flat on the sand. No.2 shall then place No.1’s right arm 
across No.1’s chest by gripping No.1’s right wrist with his right hand. 

12. No.2 shall then place his right 
hand on No.1’s right hip, and his 
left hand on No.1’s right 
shoulder palm up and gently roll 
No.1 on to his left side rotating 
his hands to support the patient. 
No.2 shall then move forward 
and place his left hand on the 
top of No.1’s head and obtain 
backward head tilt. No.2 shall 
then replace the right hand 
behind the patient’s right knee and adjust it so the thigh is 90 degrees to the body. Then 
by grasping No.1’s right wrist, place the forearm across the left arm so that the right fore-
arm is at right angles at the elbow. 
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13. No.2, while still maintaining head tilt with the left hand, shall also support No.1 by placing 
his right hand on No.1’s hip. No.2 shall also continue to observe No.1. When in the 
recovery position No.1’s head is to be maintained approximately in line with No.1’s spine 
with the head turned for drainage. 

 Note: At all times No.2 should avoid careless handling of No.1 

 

“Judges – Change” 

 
 2 Person Third Section Error Schedule Points 

A Not attempting to ensure backward head tilt. 5 

B Less than 4 complete CPR cycles. 5 

C Not attempting Rescue Breathing. 5 

D Not attempting to seal the nose during inflations. 5 

E Not attempting to place No.1 in recovery position. 5 

1. Failing to obtain and maintain backward head tilt. 2 

2. Failure to correctly locate hands on head prior to rescue 
breathing. 1 

3. Failure to correctly locate position for ECC including 
hand positions. 1 

4. Incorrect arm positions during ECC. 1 

5. Failure to count ECC aloud. 1 

6. Failure to maintain a consistent rate of CPR. 1 

7. Incorrect hand positions on head. 1 

8. Failing to correctly seal the nose during inflations. 1 

9. Incorrect method of Rescue Breathing, (i.e. mouth to 
nose method). 2 

10. Incorrect Rescue Breathing technique. 1 

11.(a) Less than 4 complete CPR cycles and 2 rescue breaths. 2 

11.(b) 4 complete CPR cycles plus 2 breaths of Rescue 
Breathing to less than 5 complete CPR cycles. 1 

11.(c) 5 complete CPR cycles to less than 6 complete CPR 
cycles. nil 

11.(d) 6 complete CPR cycles to less than 7 complete CPR 
cycles. 1 

11.(e) 7 complete CPR cycles or more. 2 

12. Not declaring/incorrect patient breathing. 1 
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 2 Person Third Section Error Schedule Points 
13. Incorrect method of placing No.1 into recovery position. 1 

14. Incorrect recovery position. 1 

15. Failure to observe No.1 during recovery. 1 

16. Careless handling of No.1. 1 

17. Talking. 1 
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FOURTH SECTION 
1. On the command “Re-

form”, given by the Starter, 
No.2 and No.1 shall rise to 
their feet independently. 
With continuous 
movement No.2 shall step 
in behind and steady No.1 
by placing the hands, 
thumbs in, immediately 
above No.1’s elbows and 
grasping No.1’s upper arms 
for a period of 
approximately five 
seconds. 

 Note: when coming to their 
feet Nos. 1 and 2 should 
face towards the 
marshalling area. 

2. After No.2 has steadied 
No.1, both shall run 
directly to behind their 
beach positions facing the 
water, halting 
independently. No.1 shall 
then step into line with and 
adjacent to the marker peg followed by No.2 who shall step into line so that he is no less 
than 50mm from No.1 at the elbows but not touching both standing at attention with 
No.1’s ankles approximately in line with and not more than 300mm from the marker peg. 
In taking up their positions, Nos.1 and 2 may move the right 
foot first. 

 Note: It is not necessary for Nos.1 and 2 to commence their 
run back to beach positions in time. 

 

3. On the command “By the Centre – Quick March”, given by 
the Referee, the teams shall step off with the left foot, 
march down the beach (toward the water), No.2 covering 
off No.1. On the command “Into Column – Right Wheel”, 
given by the Referee, JUDGING WILL CEASE, and the teams 
will right wheel and march off the area. 
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 2 Person Fourth Section Error Schedule Points 
A Running back to incorrect beach position. 5 

1. Incorrect method of re-form. 1 

2. Team not running to their beach positions. 1 

3. Incorrect take up individual position on peg. 1 

4. No.1 not in line with peg. 1 

5. Incorrect method of marching. 1 

6. Failure to cover when marching off. 1 

7. Talking. 1 
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